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Washington Shows It Is Serious About Cyber-Espionage 

 

 

Washington's decision to indict officers of China's People's Liberation Army over alleged state-sponsored 

industrial espionage marks an important change in Washington's relations with Beijing. The move highlights 

growing concerns over intellectual property rights and industrial spying, but it also shows the intensified 

attention being paid to the challenges that state-to-state competition in the cyber domain creates. 

 

Indictments have real consequences. Washington did not place largely unenforceable sanctions on individuals 

or bring a lawsuit to an international body that would take years to resolve, and those indicted risk extradition 

if they travel to a country with extradition treaties with the United States. A step such as this is not frequently 

taken in minor diplomatic spats, particularly between such important countries. 

 

Washington has specifically accused the indicted officers of industrial espionage. The move follows warnings 

made by U.S. President Barack Obama during his State of the Union address regarding state-backed cyber-

espionage and intellectual property theft. However, it speaks to a much deeper issue: the management of 

international relations in cyberspace, from espionage to sabotage to warfare. The discussion inside China 

already equates actions in cyberspace as potential weapons of mass destruction, on par with nuclear, biological 

and chemical weapons. There are concerns that hostile actors could use cyberspace to sabotage power grids; 

trigger industrial equipment to operate outside of its parameters and break down, perhaps catastrophically; or 

even trigger explosions or a meltdown at conventional and nuclear power plants. 

 

In standard military action and in more traditional forms of espionage, there are commonly shared rules -- but 

no such standards govern cyber-espionage. 
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Alcohol consumption killed 3.3 million in 2012: WHO report 
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Antarctic glaciers melting 'past point of no return' 
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Aerofex hoverbike could be yours by 2017 
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31% of Detroit pregnancies aborted 
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Royal College of Psychiatrists affirms that people are not born gay 
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U.S. Sets Up Crisis Shelter as Children Flow Across Border Alone 
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Pope Francis Says Christians Do Not Exist Outside The Roman Catholic Church 
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Major Christian conference accused of 
'pushing mysticism' 
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Benghazi investigation: Rep. Gowdy Says He Has Evidence of Cover up 
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Against SeaWorld? Here Are 7 More Things You Shouldn’t Support 
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Can your county shut down home Bible studies? 
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CDC warns of common parasites plaguing millions in U.S. 
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